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FLAME DETECTOR

                       ULTRA-VIOLET

Features Benefits
Sees hydrocarbon, hydrogen, ammonia and sulphur fires  detects different fire types for flexible coverage
Field of view of up to 120 degrees wider coverage per detector
Explosion-proof, Class I, Division 1 certified suitable for installation in hazardous locations
CSA, FM, and ATEX certified engineered to the highest international standards
Connect indoors or out, directly or up to 2000 feet away flexible installation options
Immune to sunlight and hot body radiation limits false alarms caused by nearby activities
Adjustable, no-tool swivel mount simplifies installation and alignment
User programmable sensitivity and time delay settings adapt to different locations, conditions and activities
Tolerant high temperatures and humidity levels lowers operating costs by reducing maintenance tasks
Multi-coloured, high intensity LEDs  highly visible detector status in the field
Manual and automatic testing of optical surfaces schedule maintenance by evaluating cleanliness
Watchdog timer monitors internal electronics continuous system self-diagnosis
Detects reflected UV light  increased protection with an extended range 
Multiple output configurations available connects to a wide variety of equipment

SS
Net Safety's ultra-violet (UV) flame detector delivers protection you can trust—the protection
you need! The detector reacts to the UV radiation found in hydrocarbon fires, delivering accurate
and reliable fire monitoring. Its smart sensor technology even detects hard to see hydrogen, 
ammonia and sulphur fires. As an added advantage, the UVS does not react when exposed to 
incandescent or fluorescent lighting, heaters or sunlight—so false alarms are virtually eliminated.

Enclosed in a rugged, explosion-proof housing, the UVS uses the latest in microprocessor and UV 
sensor technology. It is capable of stand-alone operation or can be connected to a variety of control 
devices to create a dependable fire monitoring system. The user can define sensitivity and time 
delay settings to virtually eliminate false alarms and the built-in testing routines ensure continuous 
operation.
 
The UVS has a Field of View of up to 120 degrees and is available with analog or analog/relay output 
configurations for 12 or 24 V dc systems—just let us know your requirements!

Net Safety has once again engineered a cost effective, high-performance flame detector, ideal for 
even the most high-risk, industrial applications! 
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Net Safety’s flame detection systems safeguard lives,
protect capital investments and ensure uninterrupted production!

Net Safety’s flame detection systems safeguard lives,
protect capital investments and ensure uninterrupted production!
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